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Unparalleled level of globalization and fierce competition have made supply chains (SCs)
exceedingly complex and fragile as ever before. Increased incidences of natural
disasters and unprecedented COVID-19 have highlighted the significance of
improving supply chain resilience (SCR) by divulging its susceptibility to the external
events. Additive manufacturing (AM) is envisioned as the disruptive technology that
allows layer-wised fabrication and has been claimed to be an important contributor to
the improved SCR as it could bring new opportunities through expanded design
freedom, improved material efficiency, shortened supply chains, and decentralized
manufacturing. Nonetheless, rare research has quantitatively measured the impacts of
AM on SCR. To fill this research gap, the indices for assessing SCR of AM-enabled
supply chains (AM-SCs) are first proposed, and then, the technique for order of
preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) is employed to derive a
quantifiable SCR score that can be used to measure the performance of different
SCs. A case study of a gas pedal assembly is presented with three different SC
configurations: the original assembly with conventional manufacturing, original
assembly with AM, and redesigned assembly with AM. The exploratory study shows
that the redesigned assembly with AM considerations could improve the SCR by 200%.
Sensitivity analysis also revealed that part count and reaction time of suppliers are
influential factors of improving SCR. Last, challenges and limitations of the proposed
framework are also deliberated upon alongside future research scope.

Keywords: supply chain resilience, additive manufacturing, quantitative analysis, resilience indices, supply chain
design

1 INTRODUCTION

Supply chain management (SCM) is defined as “providing the right goods or services, to the right
location, in the right quantity, at the right time, and at the right cost” (Janvier-James and Mbang,
2011). SC complexity has increased substantially as the businesses have implemented renewed
strategies such as supply base reduction, just-in-time, and outsourcing to offer swift and efficient
customer responses (Carvalho et al., 2012). Factors such as globalization, complex SC networks, and
external risks (e.g., political instability, volatile exchange rate, cyber-attacks, and natural disasters)
are the major contributors to the latest SC disruptions (Fan and Stevenson, 2018). Lately, the SC’s
susceptibility to external events was divulged by the COVID-19 pandemic (Govindan et al., 2020). SC
disruptions can lead to grave repercussions such as loss of sales and market share, reduced service
level and customer satisfaction, and loss of reputation (Chae, 2015), which determine the overall
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performance of the organizations (Er Kara et al., 2020). The
concept of SCR has become exceptionally important in modern
SC operations to avoid any interruption (Heckmann et al., 2015).

Additive manufacturing (AM), a manufacturing process that
translates the CAD models into three-dimensional objects
through layer-by-layer deposition of materials, has evolved
from rapid prototyping to a feasible process of fabricating
end-use products. Due to its attractive attributes of creating
parts with highly complex structures, reduced part count, and
multiple materials, AM has been widely used in various industries
such as aerospace, healthcare, defense, consumer products,
automotive, and industrial products (Attaran, 2017). AM is
predicted to bring in novel business models that simplify the
manufacturing process by eliminating stages such as the detailed
study of part geometry to define the tools, processes, jigs and
fixtures, and process sequence (Gibson et al., 2010). Therefore,
AM is envisaged to produce faster, flexible, accurate, and more
granular SCs (Alicke et al., 2016).

Despite growing inclination in the direction of SCR and AM’s
competence to augment it, quantitative research integrating AM
and SCR is scarce. Most of the research work is qualitative in
nature, which discusses encouraging influences of AM on SCR
qualitatively. Hence, this study attempts to develop a quantifiable
measure for performance evaluation of AM-SCs by investigating
two specific questions: 1) how to measure the resilience of AM-
SC? 2) what are the key influential factors to improve resilience of
AM-SC?

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the
literature review on SCR definitions, antecedents, quantitative
studies, and impacts of AM on SC. Then, a new SCR assessment
framework for AM-SCs is proposed in Section 3. Subsequently,
the case study of the gas pedal assembly with three exclusive SC
configurations is presented in Section 4. In addition, a better
understanding of the influential factors toward a more resilient
AM-SC is developed through the sensitivity analysis in Section 4.
Last, Section 5 concludes the research work with the limitations
and future scope.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Supply Chain Resilience
Resilience is a multidimensional and multidisciplinary concept
with roots in psychology and ecosystem (Kamalahmadi and
Parast, 2016). To develop a quantitative measure of SCs, the
SC definition, major SCR antecedents, and quantitative studies on
SCR are reviewed to start with.

2.1.1 Supply Chain Resilience Definitions
Over the years, researchers have given plentiful definitions of
SCR; nevertheless, a comprehensive review confirms that all the
definitions reflect SCR as its intrinsic capability to cope with the
unexpected and undesirable circumstances. Hosseini et al. (2019)
have defined SCR using a three-stage capacity concept, namely,
the absorptive capacity, adaptive capacity, and restorative
capacity. Generally, scholars opine that reinforcing the
absorptive capacity of SCs is a proactive approach that can

abate the ripple effects further down the SC, and this SCR is
challenged by five types of risks such as the external risk, demand
disruption risk, supply disruption risk, time risk, and information
disruption risk (Ivanov et al., 2019).

2.1.2 Prominent Antecedents of Supply Chain
Resilience
The resilience indices that are known as SCR antecedents have
been extensively studied by various researchers. The foremost
antecedents of SCR are deliberated upon in conjunction with
their definitions in the context of the study. Researchers measured
the SCR using the deterministic modeling approach in which
agility received the highest rank among 14 antecedents (Soni
et al., 2014). Accordingly, to start with, agility is defined as the
“the ability of a supply chain to rapidly respond to erratic changes
by adapting its initial stable configuration” (Wieland and
Wallenburg, 2013). In literature studies, agility has been
discussed from two viewpoints: first being the proactive
approach that focuses on robustness, and second is a reactive
approach that emphasizes on tactfulness (Kamalahmadi and
Parast, 2016). The next is redundancy that can be seen as
ingesting additional stock during the commotions (Singh et al.,
2019); however, redundancy tactics always come at a cost
(Zsidisin and Wagner, 2010). Redundancy for this project per
se will be analyzed from the waste/scrap materials generated in
various manufacturing processes. Buffer inventory, multiple
sourcing, and capacity buffers are three widely practiced
redundancy strategies (Ivanov et al., 2019). Thereafter,
flexibility can be characterized as the ability of the supply
chains to swiftly calibrate itself depending on the necessities of
supply chain partners and external environment (Stevenson and
Spring, 2007). Various forms of flexibilities such as the flexible
supplier base, flexible transportation network, and flexible
production capacities can enhance the SCR (Pettit et al.,
2010). Precisely, the flexibility factor will aid in reaction and
recovery of supply chains (Sheffi and Rice, 2005). Then, velocity is
described as the speed of reaction of supply chains to warn against
the fluctuations (Singh et al., 2019), which greatly depends on the
effectiveness of data sharing among supply chain partners
(Jüttner and Maklan, 2011). The velocity offers competitive
advantage to companies when they can swiftly access their
redundant resources to exploit regional demand pick-ups
(Jüttner and Maklan, 2011). In addition, velocity has also been
studied from the viewpoint of faster work, leading to substantial
improvement in lead times (Ralston and Blackhurst, 2020).
Likewise, visibility of information across the supply chain
community is vital to mitigate the supply chain disruption
risk, which can moderate the bullwhip effect (Metters, 1997).
Generally, the organizational decisions are forecast-driven rather
than demand-driven, leaving the supply chain members in
isolation, which is the primary source of vulnerability
(Christopher and Peck, 2004). Hence, information sharing can
greatly improve coordination among the supply chain members
(Kembro et al., 2014).

Subsequently, robustness is defined as the supply chain’s
capacity to resist against the deviations (Wieland and
Wallenburg, 2013), which can be built using a proactive
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approach and vigilant planning of supply chain networks
(Ehrenhuber et al., 2015), termed as a “value-creating supply
chain network” (Izadi and Kimiagari, 2014). Vigorous supply
chains can level out the aberrations and can function by holding
its dependability (Tang, 2006). Next, collaboration can be
explicated as the cooperation of autonomous organizations for
SC operation planning and execution to derive mutual benefits
(Simatupang and Sridharan, 2008). Through shared resources,
collaboration helps in anticipating and managing supply chain
instability (Qian et al., 2018). The SC risk can be tranquillized by
macro-level collaboration across the supply chain (Hsieh and Fu,
2019). An alliance with the supply chain partners can also help in
ameliorating supply chain security (Hafezalkotob and Zamani,
2019). Next, sustainability is articulated as consuming resources
for present needs without depriving the future generations for
their use (Kusrini and Primadasa, 2018). Sustainability aids SCR
through improved product quality and waste diminution
(Hafezalkotob and Zamani, 2019). SCR can be improved by
making it the central part of any decision by developing the
supply chain risk management (SCRM) culture across the
organization. Corporate risk and business continuity should
not limit the boundaries of the risk management culture to
make it “supply chain continuity management” (Christopher
and Peck, 2004). It is emphasized to have a representation of
members in the board, with SCR familiarity (Choi and Hong,
2002). “Supply chain network complexity is an aggregate measure
of the structure, type, and volume of interdependent activities,
transactions, and processes in the supply chain” (Manuj and
Mentzer, 2008). Extremely complex and dynamic supply chains
are highly prone to disruptions (Christopher and Peck, 2004).
Thus, it is advised to create modest and short supply chain
networks with a few and reliable affiliates. Researchers
underlined the point of having thorough knowledge of supply
chain network designs to build resilient supply chains (Choi and
Hong, 2002).

2.1.3 Quantitative Studies of Supply Chain Resilience
Entailing Conventional SCs
To comprehend the subject methodically, studies integrating
quantitative SCR and conventional SCs were traversed through
the “Web of Science” database with keywords such as “supply
chain,” “resilience,” and “quantitative.” Scholars have developed
the SCR index using the fulfillment rate as a measure of the
performance level between two consecutive time periods by
applying the straight line approximation method (Barroso
et al., 2015). Some researchers also presented an inventory-
based mathematical model aimed at post-disruption SCR using
a heuristic algorithm and the multi-echelon technique for
recoverable item control (METRIC) approach (Zavala et al.,
2019). Another research work focused on building
collaborative resilience of SCs by analyzing the success factors
with the gray-based DEMATEL method (Aggarwal and
Srivastava, 2019). Different research studies proposed a new
measure of resilience based on disruption survival by
employing the Cox proportional hazard (Cox-PH) model that
can accommodate multiple sources of disruptions as inputs and
offer recovery time as the output (Raj et al., 2015). One more

research team attempted to quantify SCR on a production plant
level by way of measuring plant operational capacities using a
capacity recovery function and combined it with economic losses
(Caputo et al., 2019). A few academicians also proposed a
framework to assess the resilience of farming systems by
analyzing nested levels of farming systems using quantitative
methods such as econometrics and modeling (Meuwissen et al.,
2019).

2.2 Impacts of Additive Manufacturing on
Supply Chains
AM has the potential to alter SC dynamics by transforming it to
the digital one, thereby augmenting the resilience capacities of the
SCs. Various literature studies have highlighted both qualitative
and quantitative implications of AM on supply chain stability that
are discussed as follows (see Figure 1).

To begin with, AM technologies offer increased design
freedom permitting complex and high performing geometries
that are not feasible with conventional manufacturing
technologies, which allows manufacturers to design products
for performance rather than manufacturability (Mellor et al,
2014). Similarly, AM can produce lightweight products by
using lattice structures and hollow geometries (Petrovic et al.,
2011). In addition, AM increases the flexibility for design
innovations through rapid design modification and
prototyping (Berman, 2012). Also, AM can boost on-site
production through restructuring of manufacturing capacities,
which can ensure swift responses to the demand or supply
fluctuations, and it can also improve company’s responsiveness
in hard-to-reach places or during natural calamities. The
proposal of decentralized manufacturing for spare parts is
realizable in near future if AM technologies become less

FIGURE 1 | AM implications on the supply chain.
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capital intensive and can offer faster production rates (Khajavi
et al., 2014). Hence, scholars anticipate that future production
systems will be somewhere between decentralized and centralized
manufacturing facilities. Moreover, this type of supply chain
configurations can reduce the lead time substantially, which
can make stride in the service level, thereby leading to
profitability (De Treville et al., 2004).

Most importantly, design freedom furnished by AM
technologies allows part integration to optimize product
functionality, which reduces the number of parts per
assembly and hence the suppliers. Studies have corroborated
these facts that AM technologies have potential to simplify and
shorten the SCs (Barz et al., 2016). In addition, it will also
shorten the production process flow and reduce the intra-plant
movement of workpiece in progress, thereby providing better
control of material movement (Gao et al., 2015). Moreover,
assumption of local manufacturing with AM and closure to the
customers will allow organizations to better integrate their
customers in the value chain, which can reduce time to
market, and it can generate opportunities for the companies
to offer new services through diverse business models (Rogers
et al., 2017). Researchers are also predicting “direct co-creation
with users” and products designed by the users (Bogers et al.,
2016). The extreme forecast advocates the idea of a “demand
chain” in which the products are designed by the customers
(Christopher and Ryals, 2014), which is also termed as “build-
to-order supply chains.” Moreover, AM offers cost-effective
manufacturing solutions by eliminating object-specific tooling
and process planning requirements, especially with small batch
productions (Mellor et al., 2014). This feature is even more
valuable while producing mass-customized products
economically (Holmström et al., 2010).

Furthermore, AM can produce consolidated parts, formerly
consisted of several subcomponents, which improves material
and energy efficiency, thereby offering sustainable manufacturing
solutions (Glasschroeder et al., 2015) (Waller and Fawcett, 2014).
Material efficiency in the aerospace industry is referred as the
“buy-to-fly ratio,” which is 80% for conventional manufacturing
practices (Gibson et al., 2010). Last, decentralized productions
limit the transportation of finished goods, which substantially
reduces the transportation time and cost. A computational study
reveals that AM can reduce the transportation cost by 50% (Barz
et al., 2016). In contrast to traditional SCs, wherein a wide array of
parts are sourced and stored in a warehouse, AM demands less
stock of various materials, which considerably reduces the
warehousing and safety stock requirements (Mavri, 2015). In

addition, a consumer centric supply chain produces goods on
demand, which confines stocking of redundant inventories.

Overall, AM technologies are expected to bring noteworthy
changes to the supply chain dynamics, which are summarized in
Table 1. In contrast with traditional supply chains, AM-SCs can
transform the supply chains to pull type from push type.
Furthermore, AM can augment supply chains with shorter
lead time, lower transportation cost, simpler distribution
network, speedy customer responses, lower inventory level,
and hedge against disruption vulnerability.

2.3 Quantitative Studies of Supply Chain
Resilience for AM-Enabled Supply Chains
To assimilate the quantitative studies in the field of interest, a
systematic survey of the “Web of Science” database using the
keywords “additive manufacturing or 3D printing,” “supply
chain,” and “resilience” was conducted. Unfortunately, not one
study has investigated the quantifiable SCR for AM-SCs yet, and a
few research studies have qualitatively discussed the impacts of
AM on SCR. Oberg conducted an empirical study of how the
metal AM technology causes disruption to existing SCs (Öberg,
2021). Salmi and collaborators investigated the impacts of open-
source product design and AM on medical supplies during the
COVID-19 pandemic (Salmi et al., 2020). The use of AM as a
resilient response for medical resource shortage (Meyer et al.,
2021), food shortage (Derossi et al., 2021), and automobile supply
chains (Muhammad et al., 2022) was also echoed. The increased
dependency of AM on digital information creation and sharing
makes it prone to a higher degree of cyber threat. Rahman et al.
(2021) proposed an index of cyber resilience of AM supply chains
based on the Dempster–Shafer theory, and this numerical
measure was helpful to build a more cyber resilient organization.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To develop a quantifiable measure of SCR for AM-SC, careful
selection of antecedents is an elementary and decisive step. The 10
antecedents, as summarized in Section 2.1.2, are used as the
foundation for the research work. Given the complexity of each
antecedent, it will be too ambitious to investigate all of them in
this exploratory study. As such, the following criteria are applied
to adopt antecedents for SCR measurement with the aim of
developing some initial understanding of AM’s influence on
SCR and providing decision-making support for design
strategies (e.g., part consolidation and topology optimization)
for a long run.

(1) Being objectively quantifiable: each antecedent should be
objectively measurable by means of relatively easily
obtainable data.

(2) AM must have exerted significant impacts on the antecedent
compared to the conventional manufacturing processes.

By applying criterion 1, antecedents—collaboration and
supply chain risk management culture are filtered out. For

TABLE 1 | Comparison between traditional SCs and AM-SCs.

Supply chain feature Traditional SC Impact AM-SC Impact

SC type Push Neutral Pull Neutral
Lead time Long ↓ Short ↑
Transport cost High ↓ Low ↑
Distribution networks Complex ↓ Simple ↑
Customer responsiveness Sluggish ↓ Rapid ↑
Inventory level High ↓ Low ↑
Disruption vulnerability Prone to ↓ Hedged ↑
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example, collaboration by its definition refers to the supply chain
integration and the level of collaboration is highly subjective.
After applying criterion 2, antecedents—flexibility and
visibility—are omitted. Visibility by its definition refers to the
capability of customer demand forecasting which AM has
negligible impacts on. Flexibility depends on the number of
suppliers that have the same capacity, but AM does not offer
such flexibility compared to conventional manufacturing
processes. Though the sustainability is a relatively undervalued
factor as per the survey of over 100 Indian companies from
different industries (Soni et al., 2014), given the complexity of
evaluating sustainability of SC alternatives, the authors will
encourage another study in the planned next stage. Thus, this
preliminary investigation is largely focused on the five
antecedents: agility, redundancy, velocity (lead time),
robustness (order fill rate), and SC network design; however, it
should be advised that these five antecedents are not exclusive.
Other antecedents are abolished not because they cannot be
quantified but significant amount of research will be required.
This study serves as a call-on more research type of work and
encourages wider collaborations on SCR assessment.

3.1 Proposed Supply Chain Resilience
Indices and Assessment Framework for
AM-Enabled Supply Chains
The proposed SCR assessment framework for AM-SC is shown in
Figure 2. It consists of five layers: the product layer, SCR index
layer, index quantifier layer, SCR calculation layer, and SCR score
layer. The product layer (L-1) characterizes the attributes of
different product designs and process planning for the same
product, which delivers the required functions. Such attributes
include production volume, number of parts, mass, materials, and

number of outsourced parts. For these given product attributes,
various SC solutions can be generated. In the AM context,
products with design for AM considerations will show
advantages of less part counts, reduced mass, and less
outsourced parts, which in turn affect the SC performance as
defined in the second layer. The disadvantage of AM in
production volume limits the adoption of AM in the SC design.

The SCR index layer (L-2) outlines the resilience indexes,
which act as the liaison between AM-enabled product design and
SCR. The first index is the supply chain design that focuses on
reducing the complexity of the SC by reducing the number of
nodes in a network, thereby improving the probability of “on-
time delivery” (OTD). The higher the OTD probability, the
higher the resilience is. The second index is the ‘agility’ that
studies the reaction time of the entire network in case of demand
or supply disruptions. Bymeans of AM technologies, we intend to
abolish the transportation time for the contingent inventory
supplies, which can speed up the response and improve the
customer service level. The lower the reaction time is, the
higher the resilience is. The third index “redundancy”
measures the generation of scrap using material yield ratios
for various manufacturing processes. The idea here is to
salvage redundant materials that can be put to use during
turmoil without blocking additional capital, which can avoid
trading off between the SCR and cost efficiency. The lower the
redundancy is, the higher the resilience is. The fourth index
“order fill rate” assesses the “delivered in full, on time” (DIFOT)
level of alternatives, which can be construed as the direct measure
of resilience as it gives the idea about missed or unfulfilled orders.
The higher the order fill rate is, the higher the resilience is. The
last index “lead time” studies the impact of AM on order
fulfillment time by utilizing part consolidation (PC) and less
tooling features of AM technologies. Though PC curtails the lead

FIGURE 2 | Conceptual framework of SCR assessment for AM-SCs.
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time substantially, still AM technologies are not up to the mark
when it comes to mass production. The shorter the lead time is,
the higher the resilience is. The next phase is to quantify the
shortlisted antecedents and develop index quantifiers which will
be used to build the SCR score.

The index quantifier layer (L-3) of the framework focuses on
the index quantifiers and derivation of their values by accounting
for multiple factors. For the SC design, quantifiable metrics
include number of supplier nodes, node criticality, and node
reliability. Agility is characterized by lead time and distributed
capacity buffer. Redundancy is measured by material waste. The
order fill rate is characterized by DIFOT. Lead time is measured
by its nominal manufacturing time of all parts.

The SCR calculation layer (L-4) is to derive an aggregated
assessment scheme over the five SCR indices, considering the
specific product and industry. Expert views are required to
quantitatively specify the weights of each index. This also
imposes the freedom of applicability in different industries.
For example, the order fill rate can be critical for the
automobile industry because of the just-in-time manufacturing
approach but less important in the shoe industry because most of
the components are self-made. The final layer (L-5) is the SCR
score layer which offers a single objective value that can be
compared for different SC alternatives.

3.2 Supply Chain Resilience Calculation
Method
The problem of evaluating the SCR of AM-SCs can be categorized
as a multi-criteria decision-making problem, where the AM-SC is
compared to the other alternatives (e.g., conventional
manufacturing SC, mixed, and pure AM supply chain) based
on five SCR indices. In this study, the technique for order of
preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) (Tan et al.,
2021) method is adopted as we only need to evaluate a limited
number of explicitly known solutions rather than generating
infinite solutions, and it allows flexibility to weigh the decision
criteria in broad industries. The purpose of the TOPSIS method is
not only to provide a unique optimal solution to the decision-
maker but also to provide preference over other feasible solutions.
Essentially, the TOPSIS method compares a set of alternatives by
considering the weights of each criterion, normalizing the values
of each criterion, calculating the geometric distance between each
alternative and the ideal alternative, and highlighting the best
score in each criterion. The step-by-step process along with the
problem is illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2.1 Step 1: Development of an Evaluation Matrix
The first step in a process is to generate a matrix consisting of
alternatives and decision criteria.

3.2.2 Step 2: Calculation of the Normalized Matrix
The next step in a process is to normalize the matrix using a linear
normalization method, which is obligatory as the parameters
used in multi-criteria decision-making problems are often of
incongruous dimensions (Hwang and Yoon, 1981).

�Xij � Xij�����∑n
i�1
X2

ij

√ . (1)

3.2.3 Step 3: Calculation of a Weighted Normalized
Matrix
The subsequent step involves developing a weighted normalized
matrix using the criteria weights contingent on the relevance of
each of them in a final decision, whereWj is the weighing factor.

Vij � �Xij × Wj . (2)

3.2.4 Step 4: Calculation of the Best and Worst
Alternatives
This step involves highlighting the best and worst performers
among existing alternatives for each criterion.

3.2.5 Step 5: Calculation of the Euclidean Distance
This step calculates the Euclidean distance of each criterion from
the best and worst alternatives from the group, where V+

j and V−
j

represent the best and worst alternatives, respectively.

S+i � ⎡⎢⎢⎣∑m

j�1(Vij − V+
j )2⎤⎥⎥⎦0.5, (3)

FIGURE 3 | Workflow of the TOPSIS method.
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S−i � ⎡⎢⎢⎣∑m

j�1(Vij − V−
j )2⎤⎥⎥⎦0.5. (4)

3.2.6 Step 6: Calculation of Performance Scores
The final step calculates the performance score for each of the
alternatives and ranks them to aid the final decision-making.

Ri � S−i
S+i + S−i

. (5)

3.3 Evaluation of Three Supply Chain
Scenarios
To demonstrate the workflow and effectiveness of the proposed
SCR assessment framework, three different SC configurations are
investigated to comprehend the performance of AM-SCs
quantitatively. With the same functional requirements, three
SC alternatives are as follows:

Scenario 1. Conventional manufacturing route with the existing
design.

Scenario 2. Additive manufacturing route with the existing
design.

Scenario 3. Additive manufacturing route with the revised
design.

Scenario 1 represents the current legacy design (assembly) and
conventional manufacturing processes. Scenario 2 uses AM
processes to fabricate all the parts that are feasible with AM

technologies without design modification, and Scenario 3
employs the revised product design through part consolidation
and topology optimization and fabricates all parts with AM
processes.

4 CASE STUDY

4.1 Gas Pedal Example
The gas pedal assembly (Figure 4), comprising thirteen
subcomponents without fasteners, is used as a case study. For
more details about materials, manufacturing processes, weights,
and quantities of the assembly parts, refer to Table 2 (Yang et al.,
2019). In this example, parts (2, 3, 4, 5, and 8) are consolidated
and topologically optimized to reduce assembly part counts and
weights. After eliminating the standard and high-precision parts
(e.g., bearing and potential meter) due to the limitations of AM
process capabilities, only eight parts will be used for the
comparative study of three SC scenarios since the omitted
parts do not undergo any manufacturing process change and
thereby do not influence the end results.

4.2 Resilience Index Calculation
This section focuses on index calculations, using index quantifiers
for each of the scenarios. Each index is calculated with some
admissible assumptions that are stated in the pertinent
subsections.

4.2.1 Supply Chain Design
This index is calculated using three inputs: 1) number of suppliers
in the SC network, 2) criticality of each supplier, and 3) on-time
delivery performance of the suppliers. The joint probability

FIGURE 4 | Part details of the gas pedal assembly (Yang et al., 2019).
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function is used to derive OTD probability of the entire SC. For
example, joint probability: P(A and B) = P(A) p P(B) (referTables
3–5). Assumptions are as follows:

• All of the nodes are considered equally important for the
case study.

• Each supplier in the network delivers goods on time for 90%
of the time; users of the model can derive these values from
empirical data for each supplier.

• For AM with an existing design case, all parts are being
printed at one supplier’s place with different 3D printers.

4.2.2 Agility
This index “reaction time” is calculated by adding the two time
inputs: 1) critical path (CP) lead time (derived in Section 4.2.3)
and 2) transportation time to the distressed market region. To
illustrate, we put Saskatchewanmarket under the scanner and used
Google maps’ transportation time (via road ~29 h) between the test
market and the JAMA automotive manufacturing plants’ cluster in
Canada as a reference (Table 6). Assumptions are as follows:

• Transportation time is considered without accounting for
uncertainties.

TABLE 2 | Part details of a gas pedal assembly.

Part # Part Material Forming process Subtractive process Weight (g) Quantity

C1 Pedal Steel Casting Milling and drilling 370.21 1
C2 Pins Steel Casting NA 5.44 2
C3 Lever Steel Casting Milling and drilling 707.8 1
C4 Right case Steel Casting Milling and drilling 204.6 1
C5 Shaft Steel Pipe drawing Turning 73.10 1
C6 Bearing Steel Bought out NA — 1
C7 Ret ring Steel Bought out NA — 1
C8 D-Pin Steel Casting NA 5.1 1
C9 Potl limit Plastic Bought out NA — 1
C10 Rot. limit Steel Casting Milling and drilling 62.48 1
C11 Spring Steel Bought out NA — 1
C12 Left case Steel Casting Milling and drilling 267.45 1
C13 Gasket Rubber Bought out NA — 1

TABLE 3 | Supply chain design index for CM with the existing design alternative.

Node (n) n #1 n #2 n #3 n #4 n #5 n #6 n #7 n #8

Assembly part Pedal Pins Lever Right case Shaft D-Pin Rot. limit Left case
Node criticality (c) — — — — — — — —

Node reliability (r) 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
SC probability P(OTD) 43.05%

TABLE 4 | Supply chain design index for AM with the existing design alternative.

Node (n) n #1 n #2 n #3 n #4 n #5 n #6 n #7 n #8

Assembly part Pedal Pins Lever Right case Shaft D-Pin Rot. limit Left case
Node criticality (c) — — — — — — — —

Node reliability (r) 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
SC probability P(OTD) 65.61%

TABLE 5 | Supply chain design index for AM with the revised design alternative.

Node (n) n #1 n #2 n #7 n #8

Assembly part Pedal Consolidated part Rot. limit Left case
Node criticality (c) — — — —

Node reliability (r) 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
SC probability P (OTD) 65.61%
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• The distributed buffer capacity is available in the
Saskatchewan region.

4.2.3 Lead Time
This index is calculated by identifying and deriving the critical path
(CP) in the SC network. Lead time for the investment casting (IC)
process is x20 higher than the lead time for AM processes (Wang
et al., 2019), whereas the die casting (DC) processes are
significantly fast as compared to IC; hence, we have considered

DC process time as one-tenth of the AM process time. The lead
time for 3D printed parts is calculated using the deposition rate of
200 mm3 per minute using the powder bed fusion process (Piili
et al., 2015). Holding the system resources constant for all SC
configurations allows us to print five parts parallelly so the printing
time for the consolidated part is derived by dividing the total
printing time by five (Tables 7–9). Assumptions are as follows:

• All components are supplied by different suppliers.

TABLE 6 | Supply chain reaction time (minutes) for alternative scenarios.

Scenario Reaction time (Tr) CP lead time (Tcp) Transportation time (Tt)

Ideal indexes 91 91 0
CM with the existing design 1831 91 1740
AM with the existing design 613 613 0
AM with the revised design 255 255 0

TABLE 7 | Lead time index for CM with the existing design alternative.

Node
(n)

n #1 n #2 n #3 n #4 n #5 n #6 n #7 n #8

Assembly part Pedal Pins Lever Right case Shaft D-Pin Rot. limit Left case
Material of construction Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel
Casting (die casting) 24 1 59 17 — 0 5 22
Pipe drawing — — — — 19 — — —

Milling — — 12 18 14 — 8 22
Manufacturing time (Tm) 24 1 71 35 33 0 13 44
Assembly time (Ta) 20
CP lead time (Tcp) 91

TABLE 8 | Lead time index for AM with the existing design alternative.

Node
(n)

n #1 n #2 n #3 n #4 n #5 n #6 n #7 n #8

Assembly part Pedal Pins Lever Right case Shaft D-Pin Rot. limit Left case
Material of construction Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel
Weight (g) 382 11 949 274 301 5 84 358
Density (g/mm3) 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008
Volume (mm3) 47711 1402 118583 34278 37683 657 10468 44808
Manufacturing time (Tm) 239 7 593 171 188 3 52 224
Assembly time (Ta) 20
CP Lead time (Tcp) 613

TABLE 9 | Lead time index for AM with the revised design alternative.

Node (n) n #1 n #2 n #7 n #8

Assembly part Pedal Consolidated part Rot. limit Left case
Material of construction Steel Steel Steel Steel
Weight (g) 382 1100 84 358
Density (g/mm3) 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008
Volume (mm3) 47711 137548 10468 44808
Manufacturing time (Tm) 239 138 52 224
Assembly time (Ta) 16
CP lead time (Tcp) 255
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• For AM with the existing design case, all parts are being
printed with different 3D printers.

4.3.4 Order Fill Rate
This index is calculated using the DIFOT (delivery in full, on time)
performance of the organization. DIFOT needs to be measured over
a period of time to get rid of the peculiar and abnormal observations;
hence, we had to infer values from the range of industry standard for

the purpose of analysis. On average, companies have a fill rate in the
range of 85%–95% for the SCs following conventional
manufacturing routes, and top-performing companies manage to
reach the level of 98–99% (Tracey Smith, 2020). Ideally, the DIFOT
level of 1 is great from the customers’ viewpoint; however, it indicates
the surplus inventory. For the conventional SC, we presumed a
pessimistic DIFOT level of 0.88 from the range since the assembly is
the engineered goods. Next, we promoted the DIFOT level

TABLE 10 | Material (steel) yield ratios for manufacturing processes.

S.N. Manufacturing process Material yield ratio Value reference

1 Casting 1.33 Priarone and Ingarao (2017)
2 Impact extrusion 1.33 Yoon et al. (2014)
3 Pipe drawing 1.144 Ecoinvent database V3.3
4 Turning 2 Morrow et al. (2007)
5 CNC milling (roughing) 4 Morrow et al. (2007)
6 CNC milling (finishing) 2 Morrow et al. (2007)
7 Die rolling 1.5 Kun and Szemmelveisz (2014)
8 SLM process 1.031 Bourhis et al. (2014)

TABLE 11 | Redundancy index for CM for the existing design alternative.

Part I/P Mat. weight (g) Mfg. process 1 Yield ratio (α1) M/C weight (g) Mfg. process 2 Yield ratio (α2) Final weight (g)

Pedal 492.38 Casting 1.33 370.21 N/A 1.00 370.21
Pins 14.47 Casting 1.33 10.88 N/A 1.00 10.88
Lever 1882.75 Casting 1.33 1415.60 Milling 2.00 707.80
Right case 544.24 Casting 1.33 409.20 Milling 2.00 204.60
Shaft 334.51 Pipe drawing 1.14 292.40 Turning 4.00 73.10
D-Pin 6.78 Casting 1.33 5.10 N/A 1.00 5.10
Rot. limit 166.20 Casting 1.33 124.96 Milling 2.00 62.48
Left case 711.42 Casting 1.33 534.90 Milling 2.00 267.45
Total 4152.74 — — 3163.25 — — 1701.62

TABLE 12 | Redundancy index for AM for the existing design alternative.

Part I/P Mat. weight (g) Mfg. process 1 Yield ratio (α1) M/C weight (g) Mfg. process 2 Yield ratio (α2) Final weight (g)

Pedal 381.69 SLM 1.03 370.21 N/A 1.00 370.21
Pins 11.22 SLM 1.03 10.88 N/A 1.00 10.88
Lever 948.66 SLM 1.03 920.14 Milling 1.30 707.80
Right case 274.23 SLM 1.03 265.98 Milling 1.30 204.60
Shaft 301.46 SLM 1.03 292.40 Turning 4.00 73.10
D-Pin 5.26 SLM 1.03 5.10 N/A 1.00 5.10
Rot. limit 83.74 SLM 1.03 81.22 Milling 1.30 62.48
Left case 358.46 SLM 1.03 347.69 Milling 1.30 267.45
Total 2364.72 — — 2293.62 — — 1701.62

TABLE 13 | Redundancy index for AM for revised design alternative.

Part I/P Mat. weight (g) Mfg. process 1 Yield ratio (α1) M/C weight (g) Mfg. process 2 Yield ratio (α2) Final weight (g)

Pedal 381.69 SLM 1.03 370.21 N/A 1.00 370.21
Cons. part 1100.39 SLM 1.03 1067.30 Milling 1.30 821.00
Rot. limit 83.74 SLM 1.03 81.22 Milling 1.30 62.48
Left case 358.46 SLM 1.03 347.69 Milling 1.30 267.45
Total 1924.28 — — 1866.42 — — 1521.14
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projection to 0.91 for AM-SCs with the existing design due to its
higher perceived agility vis-à-vis traditional SCs. Last, our optimistic
view for the best DIFOT level of 0.94 with the PC route can be
justified as the SC variability decays with reduction in the number of
assembly parts.

4.3.5 Redundancy
This index is calculated through the final weight and input
material weight of the whole assembly. For each of the
components, the input material weight is computed by
applying material yield ratios (refer Table 10) to the final
weight inversely. (refer Tables 11–13).

4.3 Supply Chain Resilience Score
Calculation
The SCR score can be calculated by means of the TOPSIS method
through the following steps. It should be noted that the ideal

indexes represent the theoretic best values for each of the SCR
indexes, serving as a reference case to the alternatives.

Step 1. Development of an evaluation matrix.
The values for the SC design index for each of the

scenarios is fetched from Tables 3–14, and values for the
agility index can be obtained from Table 6. Likewise, the
same operation is repeated to extract the values for Lead

TABLE 14 | Supply chain resilience matrix.

Scenario SC design Agility Lead time Order fill
rate

Redundancy

Ideal indexes 1.00 91 91 1 0
CM with existing design 0.43 1831 91 0.88 144
AM with existing design 0.66 613 613 0.91 39
AM with revised design 0.66 255 255 0.94 27

TABLE 15 | Supply chain resilience normalized matrix.

Scenario SC design Agility Lead time Order fill
rate

Redundancy

Ideal indexes 0.70 0.05 0.14 0.54 0.00
CM with the existing design 0.30 0.94 0.14 0.47 0.95
AM with the existing design 0.46 0.31 0.91 0.49 0.26
AM with the revised design 0.46 0.13 0.38 0.50 0.17

TABLE 16 | Supply chain resilience weighted normalized matrix.

Weight 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Scenarios SC design Agility Lead time Order fill
rate

Redundancy

Ideal indexes 0.14 0.01 0.03 0.11 0.00
CM with the existing design 0.06 0.19 0.03 0.09 0.19
AM with the existing design 0.09 0.06 0.18 0.10 0.05
AM with the revised design 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.10 0.03

TABLE 17 | Best and worst alternatives.

Alternative SC design Agility Lead time Order fill
rate

Redundancy

The best (Vj
+) 0.14 0.01 0.03 0.11 0.00

The worst (Vj
-) 0.06 0.19 0.18 0.09 0.19

TABLE 18 | Euclidean distance from the best and the worst.

Scenario ED from the best
(Si

+)
ED from the worst

(Si
−)

Ideal indexes 0.00 0.31
CM with the existing design 0.27 0.15
AM with the existing design 0.18 0.19
AM with the revised design 0.08 0.25
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Time, Order Fill Rate, and Redundancy indexes from Tables
7–9, 11–13.

Step 2. Calculation of the normalized matrix (refer Table 15).

Step 3. Calculation of a weighted normalized matrix.
To avoid ambiguity, each of the indexes is weighed equally in

the study; however, they can be better tuned either with expert
judgments or by employing the systematic analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) technique (Patil and Kant, 2014) (refer
Table 16).

Step 4. Calculation of the best and worst alternatives.
Special attention is required while obtaining the best or the

worst values of each index as some of the criteria are
considered to be the best on a higher side and the others on
a lower side. For example, the best lead time is the smallest
value while the best alternative for the SC design is the largest
one (refer Table 17).

Step 5. Calculation of the Euclidean distance.
The L2-norm distances are calculated from the

target alternatives to the best and the worst conditions (refer
Table 18).

Step 6. Calculation of Performance Scores (refer Table 19).

4.4 Result Analysis and Discussions
This section discusses the resilience score (as shown in Table 19)
for the alternatives at disposal and compares it with the ideal or
the desired resilience score (100%). Figure 5 displays the
performance scores for three alternatives through a graphical
representation. It can be observed that the third alternative, the
additive manufacturing route with the revised design, is the
nearest to the desired solution followed by the second
alternative, the additive manufacturing route with the existing
design, and the conventional manufacturing route with the
existing design stands at last. Resultant values objectively
prioritize the choices for the decision-makers.

The higher resilience score (0.76) for the third alternative is
attributed to its near best performance in each of the selected
resilience parameters except for the Lead Time. To start with, the
design for optimization freedom provided by the AM technology
allows the designer to consolidate multiple parts, which
eliminates redundant suppliers from the network. Hence, the
total number of suppliers in a network reduces to four from initial
eight by consolidating parts (2, 3, 4, 5, and 8). Moreover, the “on-
time delivery” performance of SC improves from 43.05% to
65.61% despite preserving the node reliability values.

Next, the digital supply chain of the AM technology permits to
distribute manufacturing capacity buffers across the region being
catered by the organization. The distributed capacity buffer
reduces the reaction time of the supply network in case of
demand or supply disruptions, which increases the supply
chain agility. For illustration purpose, we have presumed
demand/supply fluctuation and availability of the distributed
buffer in Saskatchewan, Canada, which allows us to eliminate
the transportation time (~29 h by road) and react to market
fluctuations without waiting for the supplies from the parent
manufacturing plant. In addition, agile supply chains are well-
equipped to confront interruptions, which allow them to
accommodate consumer demands and thereby improve the
order fill rate. In the absence of empirical data, we have taken

TABLE 19 | Resilience score and ranking.

Scenario Resilience score (Ri) Distance
from ideal Ri

Rank

Ideal indexes 1.00 0.00 —

CM with the existing design 0.36 −0.64 3
AM with the existing design 0.52 −0.48 2
AM with the revised design 0.76 −0.24 1

FIGURE 5 | SCR score for the three alternatives.
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the rule of thumb values from the literature for each of the cases,
which shows that DIFOT scores with the AM will apparently be
the highest (assumed >0.88), owing to the savings in
transportation time. Last, the material efficiency of AM
technologies is far superior to the conventional manufacturing
technologies, which curtails the scrap generation and thereby
improves the redundancy index for the third alternative to 27%
from 144%.

4.5 Sensitivity Analysis
To understand the importance of resilience indexes to improve
SCR, sensitivity analysis is performed for the SCR indexes that are
maneuverable by varying one variable at a time and keeping the
others constant. Figure 6 displays the results of sensitivity
analysis performed by hypothetically varying the a) number of
parts, b) DIFOT levels, c) reaction time, and d) weight reduction.

Outcomes of the sensitivity analysis clearly indicate that the
reaction time has the highest impact (+25.1%) on ensuing SCR,
followed by the impact of the number of parts (−7.7%). On the
contrary, the order fill rate and mass reduction indexes have
miniscule influence on the SCR, +0.5% and +0.4%, respectively.
The results of the sensitivity analysis clearly prioritize the focus
areas for the decision-makers.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this study, a framework to quantitatively measure the
resilience of AM-SCs is proposed. The framework is designed

to calculate resilience scores for alternative SC configurations
and to provide a clear ranking based on the performance scores.
The framework utilizes carefully selected SCR indices based on
the criteria of objective quantifiability and AM relevance. The
TOPSIS method is adopted to support the derivation of a unified
SCR score based on the five SCR indices. The gas pedal example
demonstrates that the proposed framework can provide an
effective reference for evaluating different SC designs, which
in turn can help modify the product design regarding part count
and mass optimization, as well as process route selection (AM,
conventional manufacturing, or mixed ones). Sensitivity
analysis reveals that the number of parts and reaction time
are the most critical factors to improve SCR AM-SCs. In
addition, the framework is quite flexible that can be tailored
to the needs of the business sectors; hence, users can substitute
the resilience indexes depending on their relevance to the
subject industry, without any limitations to the numbers.
Furthermore, the framework also provides a provision to
weigh indexes depending on their significance in analysis,
which is a striking feature of the framework because the
decision criteria which are important to one business sector
may not be of equal significance to the other sectors due to
different industry dynamics.

It should be advised that this study initializes some
preliminary investigations into establishing a quantifiable
measure of AM-SCs. There are still some limitations to be
overcome and investigated in the next phase. The first
limitation of the framework is that it compares and highlights
the best and the worst alternatives from the available choices only,

FIGURE 6 | SCR sensitivity analysis. (A) Number of assembly parts. (B) Order fill rate. (C) Reaction time reduction. (D) Part weight reduction.
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which means there is no absolute value that can act as a reference
unless the user develops the ideal or desired case by expert
judgment or inputs. Second, the case study highlighted one
crucial finding that it is not always true that AM technologies
act as enhancers to SCR but can act as reducers as well; hence, it is
proposed to scrutinize varied antecedents using the framework.
Third, production volume is one critical factor to opt AM over
conventional manufacturing, but this study does not evaluate the
cost aspect of SCs. Thus, future work can investigate the trade-
offs between SCR and the cost. Other future directions should
also include upgradation of the model by employing a hybrid
approach of multi-criteria decision-making techniques, wherein
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) can be integrated to
systematically weigh each of the decision criteria. Last, other
Industry 4.0 technologies can also be integrated with AM to
further improve SC resilience. For instance, big data analytics is
perceived to improve “SC visibility,” which can pacify the ripple
effect through better forecast accuracy and reduced information
disruption risk (Ivanov et al., 2019). Furthermore, researchers
developed an agent-based simulation model of a complex supply
network using blockchains and simulated superior SC resilience
with time-efficient processes (Lohmer et al., 2020).
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